OZTENT
TAGALONG FLY

SETTING UP YOUR TAGALONG FLY
1.

It’s easiest to zip your Tagalong Fly on before you Important notice: Use top zipper (A) for the Tagalong
set up your Taglong Tent.
Fly. Use bottom zipper (B) for the Tagalong Tent.
ZIP FROM LEFT
TO RIGHT

A
B

2.

Peg all the guy ropes down to secure your Tagalong Fly. Important notice: Do not place the eyelets on your
Tagalong Fly on the poles supporting the Tagalong Tent. It may cause tears.

Eyelets to be used
for guy ropes, only.

PACK AWAY

WARNING

Pack your Tagalong Fly away in the reverse order of putting up.
After, take your poles and pegs out. Place it inside your carry
bag.

Never use any fuel-burning products (stoves, lanterns,
heaters, etc.) inside or within proximity of this tent. Use
of fuel-burning products inside or within proximity of the
Tagalong Fly can result in the accumulation of dangerous
concentrations of carbon monoxide – a colourless, odourless
gas. Breathing carbon monoxide will cause serious injury or
death. Avoid spraying your Tagalong Fly with deodorant as it
will destroy the waterproofing.

Please ensure when packing away that there are no insects
inside as these little pests will eat there way out causing holes
to appear in the material.

CONDENSATION
To reduce condensation use your Tagalong Fly. Your Tagalong
Fly is designed to collect humid air that pass through your
Tagalong Tent. It is normal to find the underside of the fly
covered in water droplets in humid conditions.

Keep all flame and heat sources away from the Tagalong
Fly. The Tagalong Fly is made with flame resistant fabric but it
is not fireproof. The fabric will burn if left in continuous contact
with an open flame or other heat source. Failure to keep all
flame and heat sources away from the Tagalong Fly can result
in a fire that can burn.

USING AND CARING
Even though your Oztent Tagalong Tent is waterproof the seam on your Tagalong Fly zipper may leak. An age old remedy if this
happens is to carry a wax stick with you when you go camping. If you do notice the seam has a leak, simply rub the wax stick on
the exterior of the stitch line. This will create a waterproof barrier quickly and easily. If cared correctly, your Oztent Tagalong Fly
will still be around for the next generation of campers to enjoy.
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